ABSTRACT Partial least squares (PLS) regression is a versatile modeling approach for high-dimensional data analysis. Recently, PLS-based variable selection has attracted great attention due to high-throughput data reduction and modeling interpretability. In this paper, a class of variable selection methods for PLS, which employs marginal screening approaches to select relevant variables, is proposed. The proposed methods select variables in two steps: first, a solution path of all predictors is generated by sorting the sequence of marginal correlations between each predictor and response, and second, variable selection is carried out by screening the solution path with PLS. We provide three marginal screening methods for PLS in this paper, namely, sure independence screening (SIS), profiled independence screening (PIS), and high-dimensional ordinary least-squares projection (HOLP). The promising performance of our methods is illustrated via three near-infrared (NIR) spectral data sets. Compared with SIS and PIS, HOLP for PLS is more suitable for selecting important wavelengths and enhances the prediction accuracy in the NIR spectral data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Partial least squares (PLS) regression is a famous and influential method applied to many scientific disciplines (e.g., bioinformatics, genomics, functional MRI, tomography and chemometrics) where the predictor dimensions are substantially larger than the sample sizes. However, the original form of PLS algorithm does not include any procedure of variable selection, since the method focuses on building a linear subspace of the predictors (not the variables themselves) for modeling. Due to the fact that all variables are included in the original PLS algorithm, the efficiency of the resulting estimates may be degraded, and poor predictions will emerge if irrelevant predictors are present. Hence, the number of methods proposed for the variable selection in PLS has been steadily increasing over the last two decades. Generally, these methods can be classified into three main categories: filter methods, wrapper methods, and embedded methods. This categorization was also used by [1] and [2] . Filter methods select important variables according to the output from the PLS algorithm; see, e.g., the regression coefficient [3] , [4] , the variable importance in projection (VIP, [5] - [7] ) and the loading weights [8] - [11] . Wrapper methods mostly run an iterated procedure between model fitting and variable selection which can be seen as the filter methods in an iterative way; see, e.g., the genetic algorithm combined with PLS regression [12] - [14] , the uninformative variable elimination in PLS (UVE-PLS, [15] - [19] ), and the backward variable elimination PLS (BVE-PLS, [20] - [22] ). Embedded methods always do the variable selection in the internal cycle of PLS algorithm and the optimal subset of variables are generated in component level of the PLS; see, e.g., the interactive variable selection (IVS) for PLS [23] , [24] , the soft-threshold PLS (ST-PLS, [25] , [26] ) and the sparse-PLS (SPLS, [27] , [28] ).
Marginal screening is computationally simple and commonly used for the dimension reduction procedures [29] . It aims to remove as many irrelevant variables as possible while keeping all relevant ones by using univariate thresholding [30] . The sure independence screening (SIS; [31] ), a marginal screening procedure, is shown to possess the sure screening property that it can select all relevant variables with overwhelming probability in the SIS setting(see, [31] - [33] ). The profiled independence screening (PIS; [34] ), another marginal screening method, combines the factor modeling with SIS to release the hypothesis of SIS that the predictors should be uncorrelated. The high-dimensional ordinary least-squares projection (HOLP; [35] ) is a marginal screening method that uses a preconditioner to guarantee the sure screening property and give a consistent variable selection without strong correlation assumption. Alternative marginal screening methods using new measures of association between each variable and the response are proposed and carefully studied (see, e.g., [36] - [39] ).
In this article, we propose a new class of variable selection methods for PLS, called marginal screening for PLS. Given a solution path by marginal screening measures, the proposed methods have a similar procedure as wrapper methods that use backward method to extract the subset of relevant variables and evaluate each subset by fitting a PLS model to the subset variables. In [40] , the authors use the same screening manner to propose a variable selection method for PLS, called PLSSIS, which iterates the procedure by treating the residuals as new response. But PLSSIS still uses the coefficients of PLS regression to measure the importance of variables. Distinguished from PLSSIS, we employ SIS, PIS and HOLP for PLS in this paper and named as SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS, respectively.
Our proposed methods have advantages in the following aspects:
• Allowing the number of selected variables to be larger than the number of samples. Recent researches [31] , [34] , [35] exploit ordinary least squares, lasso [41] , [42] and SCAD [43] , [44] to choose variables in marginal screening approach. The major limit of such approaches is that the final model size (number of variables) must be smaller than the sample size. Hence, when the number of true variables are larger than the number of samples, these marginal screening methods will miss some relevant variables. Meanwhile, our methods could alleviate this problem by introducing the PLS estimator.
• Computational simplicity and accuracy prediction. Instead of iterating the PLS algorithm to calculate PLS components and confirming the final model size many times, our methods calculate the marginal correlation directly in one time to generate a solution path and select the important variables according this solution path. Therefore, compared with the existing methods such as MCUVE-PLS and SPLS, our methods are more suitable for high dimensional dataset and are computationally efficient. Furthermore, the feasibility of our methods can be ensured by the sure screening property of SIS, PIS and HOLP.
• Supplementing the research of functional data analysis with marginal screening. As we know, PLS components can be seen as an important kind of basis function in functional linear models [45] and functional data classification [46] . Therefore, our methods can also be applied to marginal screening with other basis functions, for example, B-spline [47] and wavelet [48] . In high dimension data analysis, there is a notorious and frequently encountered phenomenon that many predictor variables are highly correlated [32] , [49] . And this phenomenon also poses a major challenge for variable selection methods using PLS. The marginal screening methods discussed here (SIS, PIS and HOLP) have some good statistical properties as discussed in the original articles. Intuitively, the combination of marginal screening and PLS should achieve a satisfactory variable selection method. However, the benefits of such combinations need to be verified. Thus, in this paper, we tentatively combine PLS with three different marginal screening techniques, namely, SIS, PIS and HOLP to cope with highly correlated high dimensional data. We want to find out a simple and efficient variable selection method for PLS regression among the combinations of SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first give an introduction to PLS regression and three kinds of marginal screening techniques, i.e. SIS, PIS and HOLP and then we propose our PLS based variable selection approaches of SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS. Experiment results are reported in Section III. We conclude the article in Section IV.
II. METHODS

A. LINEAR REGRESSION WITH PLS MODELING
Let {y i , x i } be the collected observations for the ith subject (1 ≤ i ≤ n), where y i ∈ R is the response and
The relationship between y i and x i can be depicted as a simple linear regression
where ε i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) is the random noise and β = (β 1 , . . . , β p ) T ∈ R p is the regression coefficient vector with the true value β 0 = (β 01 , . . . , β 0p ) T ∈ R p . In this paper, we assume that x i and ε i are independent and β 0 is sparse in the sense that most of its elements are zeros. Let y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) T ∈ R n , X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T ∈ R n×p and ε = (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) T ∈ R n be the response vector, the design matrix, and the noise vector, respectively. The relationship between y and X is given as follows:
Taking the notation of [50] and [51] , we have
where
The relationship between vectors t i and matrix
where w i ∈ R p is a vector and X i+1 = X i − t i p T i . Let I p be the identity matrix of size p, then we have
, q). With the equation (II.3), (II.2) can be rewritten as
Therefore, if all the q components of PLS are introduced into the model, the PLS estimator of β iŝ
B. MARGINAL SCREENING METHODS OF SIS, PIS AND HOLP
According to the singular value decomposition, the n × p matrix X has n positive singular values if x i has a continuous distribution [31] , [52] . Let µ 1 , . . . , µ n be the n singular values such that
, and I n is the identity matrix of size n. Without loss of generality, we standardize each predictor
Based on the above standardization, the rank of X becomes n − 1. As a result, we have the following decomposition:
. As pointed out by [34] , many empirical evidences suggest that the first few eigenvalues of the predictors' correlation matrix are generally substantially larger than the rest, indicating that the correlation structure of the high-dimensional predictors might be represented by a low-dimensional latent factor model [53] . Therefore, similar to [34] and [54] , we partition U and V
, where
Here, D I V T I ∈ R d×p is the factor loading matrix, U I ∈ R n×d is the d-dimensional latent factor matrix.
1) SIS
SIS assume that the covariates should be uncorrelated. Fix a threshold δ ∈ (0, 1) and let
which is a p by 1 vector. Let α (S) j be the j-th element of α (S) . We sort the p componentwise absolute values of the vector α in a decreasing order to generate a solution path. Hence, the solution path can be used to screen the predictors directly and remove the last p(1 − δ) smallest of all predictors. The set of surviving indices is then
This simple sure screening method uses a marginal correlation learning to measure the solution path. It removes many irrelevant predictors from the model, reduces the dimension from p to pδ and chooses the δ by a backward step which is an iterative procedure to eliminate a subset of the least informative variables until maximum model performance is achieved.
In [31] , the authors have proved that under some assumptions, SIS has a important property which is called sure screening property. The property means that all the important variables survive after applying a variable screening procedure with a overwhelming probability. Multicollinearity is a common phenomenon in high dimensional settings, in which two or more predictor variables are highly correlated, leading to the notorious difficulty for high dimensional variable selection. Although SIS procedure can greatly reduce the dimensionality by preserving the true model with probability tending to one in the high dimensional framework, it uses the marginal correlation between each predictor and the response to determine whether the predictor should enter the model and thus breaks down when the predictors are highly correlated. Therefore, to release the assumption of SIS that the covariates should be uncorrelated, the profiled independence screening (PIS, [34] ) approach for variable selection was proposed by combing the factor modeling with SIS.
2) PIS
A factor profiling operator as Q(d) = I n − U I U T I is defined in [34] . It filters out the correlated latent factors that leaves The sure screening property for M (P) δ is still guaranteed by PIS. And PIS is shown to be consistent for model selection [34] . Obviously, the assumption of PIS that profiled predictors should be uncorrelated is more suitable for high dimensional data than the assumption of SIS. However, this assumption may still be broken when predictors are highly correlated, for example, NIR spectral data. Therefore, we also introduce anther marginal screening method, HOLP.
3) HOLP
Reference [35] proposed a marginal screening method, called high-dimensional ordinary least-squares projection (HOLP), which uses a preconditioner to guarantee the sure screening property and gives a consistent variable selection without strong correlation assumption. The marginal screening measure of HOLP is:
Similarly, by sorting the elements of α (H ) in a decreasing order, a solution path can be obtained. Fixing a threshold δ ∈ (0, 1), the set of surviving indices is then Instead of assuming uncorrelated relationships between predictors in SIS or profiled predictors in PIS, HOLP needs the hypothesis that X should have a property that is analogous but weaker to concentration property in [31] . Therefore, HOLP releases the correlation assumptions and is more promising for analyzing datasets with highly correlated features.
C. ALGORITHMS OF MARGINAL SCREENING FOR PLS
With the marginal screening methods mentioned above, we propose a new class variable selection methods for PLS, named respectively as SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS. Firstly, all collected observations are standardized as in (II.9) for three proposed methods. Then, a candidate model can be represented as S = {j 1 , . . . , j m } which includes the j i -th column of X for every j i ∈ S, and |S| denotes the corresponding model size. The full model is S F = {j : j = 1, . . . , p} and the true model is S T = {j : β 0j = 0}. Here, given a marginal screening measure with decreasing order, a solution path is S = {S k : k = 1, . . . , p} with S 0 = ∅ and S k = {1, . . . , k} for k = 1, . . . , p. In addition, we denote the design matrix that corresponds to model S k as X (S k ) ∈ R n×k . For PLS modeling, we use 10-fold cross-validation [55] to determine the number of PLS components. In 10-fold cross-validation, the original sample is randomly partitioned into 10 equal sized subsamples. Of the 10 subsamples, a single subsample is retained as the validation data for testing the model, and the remaining 9 subsamples are used as training data. The crossvalidation process is then repeated 10 times (the folds), with each of the 10 subsamples used exactly once as the validation data. The 10 results from the folds can then be averaged to produce a single estimation. The detailed algorithm of marginal screening for PLS are given below.
Step 1. Set a constant δ * ∈ (0, 1), S * (0) = S F = {j : j = 1, . . . , p}. Calculate the marginal screening measure α. Sort the elements of α in a decreasing order as |α 1 | > . . . > |α p |.
Step 2. In the tth step, S * (t) = {j : |α j | is among the first p(1−tδ * ) largest of all}. Then we use the design matrix X (S * (t) ) and response y to establish the PLS model and give the value of 10-fold cross-validation, CV(S * (t) ). is an integer-valued function), which leads a total [1/δ * ] nested candidate models. These candidate models are collected by a solution path S * = {S * (t) : 1 ≤ t ≤ [1/δ * ]}. Then the best model can be selected aŝ S = arg min S∈S * CV(S).
Separately, for SIS-PLS, the marginal screening measure in
Step 1 is α = α (S) in (II.14); for PIS-PLS, α = α (P) in (II.17); for HOLP-PLS, α = α (H ) in (II. 19 ). Particularly, we use 10-fold cross-validation to decide both the number of PLS components and the final model size. And consequently, computational efficiency are substantially improved.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the datasets used in the experiments and then the experiment settings and performance metrics. Finally, we present and discuss the experimental results.
A. DATASETS
To inspect the performance of our proposed methods, we want to analyze three near-infrared (NIR) spectral datasets extensively analyzed in the literature. NIR spectral data is an important type of data in chemometrics and it is well known that the predictors of NIR spectral datasets are always high dimensional and highly correlated. This character coincides with our proposed approaches to distinguish their different performances as big as possible. Brief descriptions of these three datasets are shown in the following and the corresponding NIR spectra are shown in Fig. 1: FIGURE 1 . Raw NIR spectra of three NIR datasets.
• Corn dataset The corn dataset (http://software.eigen vector.com/data/index.html) consists of 80 samples. There are four response variables that are the corn moisture values, oil values, protein values and starch values, and the predictors are the wavelength intensities on m5spec instrument at 700 points ranging from 1100 to 2498 nm at 2 nm intervals. The design matrix is of dimension 80 × 700. We use the four response variables separately to establish models with the same predictors.
• Gasoline dataset The gasoline dataset is a NIR spectral dataset with NIR spectra and octane numbers of 60 gasoline samples [56] . The NIR spectra were measured from 900 nm to 1700 nm in 2 nm intervals, giving 401 wavelengths (variables).
• Soil dataset The soil dataset includes a total of 108 samples [57] . Soil organic matter (SOM) was the response variable measured as loss on ignition and the NIR spectra were measured from 400 nm to 2498 nm in 2 nm intervals, giving 1050 wavelengths (variables).
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For each dataset, to obtain a stable results, we use Monte Carlo sampling [58] without replacement to select 80% of the original samples randomly as the training data and the rest of the 20% samples as testing data in each replication. And we repeat this process 100 times independently. The final results of RMSEP, R 2 and the number of selected variables are the average of these replications. Here, we compare SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS with several state-of-the-art variable selection methods such as PLS, MCUVE-PLS [59] , BVE-PLS and SPLS. PLS aims at optimizing the covariance between response and explanatory variables at each step of the algorithm while contains all variables in the model [2] . MCUVE-PLS introduces artificial noise variables and eliminates all original variables that having lower ''importance'' scores than the artificial ones. BVE-PLS and SPLS use thresholding methods to select variables either via PLS coefficients or ratios of PLS coefficients to the maximum PLS coefficient. Different settings for all compared methods are briefly described here. For MCUVE-PLS, we set the number of samples Monte Carlo simulation as half size of the training set, and set the thresholding that separates signal from noise as 1. For BVE-PLS, we use VIP [5] threshold to eliminate a subset of the least informative variables and also set the thrsholding as 1. For our three proposed methods SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS, considering the computational efficiency, we set the δ * = 0.025. The prediction accuracies of these methods are measured by the root-mean-square prediction error (RMSEP) based on the testing data with size, say N . Here, the RMSEP is computed as N i=1 (y i −ŷ i ) 2 /N , where y i s are the observations of response variable in the testing data whereasŷ i s are the predicted values of y i s for any selected model. Here, RMSEP is chosen as it is a simple and intuitive metric and minimizing RMSEP is a key and popular criterion in selecting estimators. We also calculate the coefficient of determination, R 2 , over training datasets of all methods. Define f i s be the predicted value of y i s andȳ be the mean of y i s in training datasets. Then
Comparisons with these models are conducted with corresponding ''PLS'', ''plsVarSel'' and ''spls'' packages in R. The R scripts of our proposed methods SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS are available upon request. 
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON RESULT
The experimental results of all datasets are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 2 . Here, we report the average RMSEP, the average R 2 , the average number of the selected variables and the total running time in 100 times in Table 1 . For corn dataset, it is observed that our proposed methods, SIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS, always produce smaller RMSEPs than others and HOLP-PLS has the largest R 2 . Especially, in the moisture of corn dataset, HOLP-PLS uses only 39.89 variables to get 0.006 RMSEP in average which are much smaller than other methods. For the moisture of corn dataset, we list the selected wavelengths (variables) of HOLP-PLS here in one replication that are 1586nm, 1598nm, 1688nm, 1812nm, 2086nm, 1892-1922nm, 2094-2118nm, 2122nm, 2146nm, 2362nm. It is interesting to note that 1892-1922nm and 2094-2118nm are in the region of water absorption and the combination of the O-H area which can be regarded as important predictor for the response variable (see [40] ). Therefore, the selected wavelengths of HOLP-PLS have important chemical meaning in the moisture of corn dataset. The list of total running time shows that our methods are more efficient than MCUVE-PLS and SPLS.
For gasoline dataset, the SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS have smaller RMSEPs than PLS, MCUVE-PLS, BVE-PLS and SPLS. We can see that BVE-PLS has the least number of selected variables but largest RMSEP. PIS-PLS has the smallest RMSEP 0.2197, and the number of selected variables is 191.60 which is more than the number of samples. Therefore, the advantage of variable selection for PLS is that the final model size needn't be small than the sample size. Similar to the corn dataset, the running time of our methods is less than MCUVE-PLS and SPLS.
For soil dataset, the average of response variable is 85.43, thus, the RMSEPs in soil dataset is larger than in other datasets. the SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS still have smaller RMSEPs than PLS, MCUVE-PLS, BVE-PLS and SPLS in soil dataset. HOLP-PLS has the smallest RMSEP 2.9059. We obtain the results that our methods have a more accurate prediction and less running time than MCUVE-PLS and SPLS. Though BVE-SPLS has the least running time, but the performance of its prediction is poor.
PLS regression is good at coping with highly correlated data in the way of dimension reduction with subspace of predictors, but not the predictor themselves. Therefore, if relevant variables were highly correlated with noise variables, MCUVE-PLS or SPLS would be misleading that may include more noise variables in the final model. However, the success of our methods lies in the sure screening property VOLUME 5, 2017 of marginal screening which guarantees a consistent solution path. PIS can de-correlate the predictors by the factor profiling and HOLP uses Moore-penrose reverse of design matrix to remove the correlation of predictors. Therefore, our proposed methods can be seen as reliable variable selection procedures for high dimensional data.
From Fig. 2 , one can observe that HOLP-PLS has the minimum median and variance values in terms of RMSEP on Corn datasets, and has almost the same performance with other proposed methods on Gasoline and Soil datasets. Besides, HOLP-PLS is the most stable in that it has almost the smallest interquartile ranges on these datasets. Hence, from our experiments results, HOLP-PLS is more suitable for NIR spectral data analysis.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a so-called marginal screening for PLS approach which includes SIS-PLS, PIS-PLS and HOLP-PLS. Our proposed simple procedures are shown to successfully remove the least informative variables. By calculating the marginal correlation directly to measure the order of variables importance, our proposed methods are obviously more computational efficient than other wrapper methods for PLS. According to our real data studies, our proposed HOLP-PLS performs very well for NIR spectral which indicates that our proposed method could be a very good alternative for variable-selection task for PLS.
The proposed methods still have room for improvement. First, SIS-PLS and PIS-PLS are not very efficient when predictors are highly correlated and hence new computing or optimization techniques need to be developed. Second, as indicated in [31] , HOLP-PLS might not select the true variables correctly when a relevant variable has no marginal correlation with response variable and this also needs a further study. Third, the proposed methods focus on data with discrete predictors while functional data with continuous predictors may also be applied.
